2013 Chablis Vintage
“Challenging year”
Harvest date – 1st October 2013
After the challenges thrown at them in 2012, Bourgogne winemakers were hoping for a
peaceful 2013. But capricious Mother Nature had other ideas. Defying all weather
forecasts, she never let up. After a long winter, a gloomy spring and a fine, providential
summer, for the most part, the pickers had to wait until the start of October to take up
their secateurs.
The consequences of the weather’s whims – all had an impact on the quantities
harvested. Some had very low yields with volumes equal to or even less than those
recorded in 2012
Fortunately, the first tastings suggest that 2013 is a very successful vintage. Once
again, experience has made all the difference. It has been a challenging year but the
winegrowers of Chablis have been rewarded for their pains.

“We feared the worst, but we were spared!”
The winter lingered in Chablis. From January to July, the temperatures were cool. The
sun was notably absent during the first half of the year, and the rain all too frequent.
This gloomy weather affected the vines, setting back the growth cycle by around two
weeks. In early May, when the first buds had just appeared, torrential rainstorms hit
the region. The weather during flowering and fruit set was no better and by now, the
growth cycle was set back by three weeks.
A hot, dry and sunny summer provided a welcome change and helped the quality of the
grapes, enabling them to mature correctly. September didn’t help the vines, with the
ambient warmth and regular rain encouraging the development of the Botrytis fungus
which rots the grapes. It was more limited on those bunches where the grapes were
smaller and thus better aerated. The choice of harvest date was a tough one.
Winegrowers had to be very reactive and work fast. This demanding vintage required a
lot of effort that, today, has been rewarded with success. The wines are revealing a real
aromatic purity and unexpectedly color. The balance in the wines is particularly
satisfactory.
Fruity and balanced, the Chablis wines are characterized by a nose marked with citrus.
This aromatic crispness is also felt in the mouth. The wines are well structured, fresh
and lively,without the aggression some feared given the acidity measurements taken
just before the harvest.

Forthright and without flourishes, the Chablis 2013 stand up convincingly to previous
vintages.
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